
What must we do with hospitals? 

Hospitals are coming under increasing pressure to change as a result of changes 
in the needs of patients and changes in the health system around them. This 
session explored how hospitals could change and adapt to this. 

Nigel Edwards started off by explaining that almost all hospitals now face two 
problems: they are not specialist enough and not general enough to provide the 
type of care needed for modern and future patients.  

His session explored three options open to hospitals that accept the need to 
change. First, they can try to make the current model work through increased 
hospital management professionalisation or efficiency solutions like LEAN 
redesigns.  

Going further, they could build new approaches on the current model, which 
might involve: integrating with primary care; increasing commitment to clinical 
networks; inviting other organisations to work on the premises; building 
academic links. But Nigel explained that undertakings like these take a long time 
and would be hindered by leadership turnover, which is very rapid in the UK. 

The final option is to dramatically rethink the model, and Nigel took us through 
ways to do this. Focussing on doing one thing well was one choice; the Ara Vind 
Eye Centre in India is an example, though it requires very large volumes. Other 
options include ‘channel shifting’ a large amount of encounters to phone and 
web. Hospitals can also reach out and redefine the way patients engage in the 
system through co-production and self-service. 

Prof Evans introduced the RCP’s Future Hospital Commission. He talked about 
the process it used, which involved patients at every level. He explained the idea 
behind a citizenship charter, which was about building a system with compassion 
and respect signed up to by everyone who works in the system. 

He described the model that they envisaged becoming the norm in the future. 
This would be one where inpatients’ pathways through the hospital would be 
managed by a single generally trained physician, calling in specialists when 
needed. All of the systems within the hospital should be brought together under 
a Chief of Medicine (or another local title). Specialists would establish their own 
chambers to offer consultancy to hospitals as required. Those working in the 
hospital system would have to ensure a good interface with GP, community and 
other services. For example, discharge teams would include those who worked 
with the patient during their inpatient stay to ensure continuity. 

Prof Evans concluded by warning that the future of health care will be 
constrained by human as well as financial resources; the acute side of care is 
unpopular with trainees. The needs of patients will become increasingly complex 
and their treatment must be specialised as and when required. The model of 



general physicians, focused on the hospital–community interface would produce 
a compassionate and co-ordinated hospital system. 

A lively debate followed the two presentations and explored a diverse range of 
subjects. We heard about the need to think of the hospital as a system, not as a 
building and about the way the NHS estate might be better used to support the 
changes needed through separating building operations from ownership. Further 
discussion took place on the role that consultants would take in the future 
hospital system. Professor Evans reported that the first Chief of Medicine post 
has already been advertised. Finally, we heard about the future role of the GP 
and how primary care must change alongside the hospital system. 
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